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I can’t tell you how many times a customer decided to test how well my papers pulled by deciding to run a
coupon in their ad. I think the best was Roses Hair Palace that took a 1 x 1.5 ad every week and wanted a
coupon with illustration as well as all the other stuff. (Your cliché “cram, stick and fit”)
First let’s understand that redemption of a coupon has nothing to do with your paper or magazine being read
or popular but everything to do with the coupon; it’s value, the item being couponed, when it’s valid till, the
coupon size and desirability just to name a few. Of course if your circulation sucks or you have no readership
value you could be in serious trouble.
Experience has proven that Canadians as a whole use coupons far less often than do our neighbours south
of the 49th parallel. (Unless it’s Canadian Tire money)
It is only a theory mind you and has no root in science but I really believe that in many cases Canadians have
an adversity to using coupons due in part to our conservative nature; but also we hate to appear cheap and
find signs such as “please tell your waitress before you order that you have a coupon” somewhat
intimidating.
That said, you will always find some customer who insists that they can test your paper by running a 10% off
coupon on some clogs they’ve had in their basement since 1999 with the hopes that such a deal will draw
throngs of bargain hunters through their doors. And if not; your paper (or advertising) just doesn’t work.
Ok ad reppies when you are confronted with the above scenario at least now you will be equipped to
demonstrate your expertise on coupons.
7 Rules for creating an effective coupon:
1. The offer: the offer needs to be clear, specific and very visible. It should include what you need to buy to
qualify such as model, size, quantity etc. Be sure to include any legal copy required under the law.
2. When it expires: it should be highlighted top centre of the coupon so as not to be missed.
3. Coupon Value: the face value should be highly prominent. The value should be lower on coupons that
are good for any size and higher if a multiple purchase is necessary. If you’re trying to move product use
a coupon for one free with multiple buys.
4. Feature item: make sure the brand or product is in bold for quick recognition. You only have half a second
to grab their attention. Use the logo in the coupon.
5. White space: convince them to use as much white space as possible with a dotted border for easy
coupon recognition. Use a bold headline to emphasize the savings and keep copy to a minimum.
6. Location: the coupon should always be at the bottom of the ad and the ad should be placed on the page
where the coupon can be clipped with little effort.
7. The size: ideally it should be no less than 3” wide by 2” deep with no more than two per page.
Realize that it is widely accepted that half of 1% return is considered successful in many cases. So if your
paper has a circulation of 12,000 the customer could expect to get upwards of 60 coupons if it’s an in
demand item. My guess; it could be less and no matter what you do to ensure all the t’s are crossed they will
still believe it is the papers fault. Put this in your briefcase; you’ll be glad you have it one day.
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